DELIVERING BETTER
PUBLIC SERVICES THROUGH
THE INTERNET OF THINGS
Technology has had a profound impact on the way we conduct our lives, from our
interactions with others to the tasks we perform and the way we entertain ourselves.
In the public sector, technology has expanded agencies’ ability to provide services and
streamline their operations.
The next evolution in technology has the potential to extend technology’s reach even further,
helping the private and public sector alike serve the needs of their customers like never before.
The Internet of Things, or IoT, is ushering in a new era of interaction with technology, enabling
machines to work together to enhance decision-making and automate processes to improve
citizen experiences.
In the corporate space, IoT can help companies reduce costs, increase efficiency and simplify
their operations, ultimately resulting in improved customer satisfaction through lower prices and
better user experience. The same applies to the public sector.
In the government space, IoT can be an effective tool in delivering public services in a more
proactive manner, providing the right people—and systems—with the right information to
improve their decision-making and help streamline processes—ultimately saving valuable taxpayer dollars.
IoT is a data-intensive technology, and as such needs a dedicated and mobile network infrastructure that can handle the multiple simultaneous transactions occurring repeatedly and
continually. It is imperative agencies have a network that is powerful enough to support an
infrastructure designed to power IoT to enable and deliver better public services.
IOT – A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
The concept behind IoT is not new. Machine-to-machine interaction has been happening for many
years. Traditionally, however, the data from these machines was simply collected and stored for
data mining later on, not providing much in the way of value beyond a specific data point.

Today, machine-to-machine interaction has moved well beyond its initial purpose, thanks to
advances in chip design and manufacturing creating better platforms and better connectivity.
Those elements, combined with data analytics, creates a powerful solution that combines intelligence with automation. Consider, for example, a vending machine that senses when it’s running
low on a particular snack and sends a message to the inventory control system, which adds a
supply of the snack to the route driver’s next batch to be restocked.
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In another example, a robotic welding arm in an assembly line can sense automatically when
its joint sprocket is about to fail and sends an alert to a robotic mechanic, which replaces the
sprocket proactively, preventing the whole assembly line from shutting down.
Such examples demonstrate the power of IoT to be a catalyst in more efficient, effective operations. This is true for both the private sector and the public sector.
IOT IN GOVERNMENT
The use of IoT in the government space knows no bounds. Agencies can harness IoT’s capabilities to extend their reach well beyond what have been their traditional parameters. From sensors that can alert drivers to the location of open spaces to weather devices that automatically
alert snow plow drivers and ready snow plows when inclement weather is imminent, IoT can
give agencies a leg-up in providing services that are light years ahead of today’s capabilities.

The government sector thus far is slow to implement IoT, however. According a 2015 GovLoop
survey, only 9 percent of respondents said their agency or organization was actively exploring
or using the Internet of Things. More than half (61 percent) said their agency or organization was
not actively exploring or using IoT, while 30 percent were unsure.1
The same survey asked whether respondents’ organization would be using the Internet of
Things in some way within the next three years. Only 14 percent responded yes, almost equal
to those who responded no (10 percent). The remaining—76 percent—were unsure.
Yet, the benefits of IoT in the public sector are real. Research firm Gartner estimates that 1.1
billion connected things would be used by smart cities in 2015, rising to 9.7 billion by 2020.2
Specifically, IoT can impact:
• Employee productivity, through improved labor effectiveness for new and existing
government services,
• Connected militarized defense and increase in combat-mission effectiveness
through improved situational awareness and connected command centers, vehicles
and supplies,
• Cost reduction, through improved labor efficiency, better capital utilization and
reduced operational costs,
• Citizen experience, through shorter search times, improved environment and better
health outcomes, and
• Increased revenue, through improved ability to match supply with demand and
improved monitoring and compliance.
These savings, in turn, translate to more efficient use of taxpayer money and a stronger, more
efficient government.
PUBLIC SECTOR IOT EXAMPLES
Although thus far the public sector has been slow to adopt IoT, some municipalities have implemented programs using the technology—and reaping the benefits. A few examples include
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“smart parking” that helps drivers find parking spots and solar, Internet-connected “smart”
trash bins that communicate their status to help optimize collection routes.3 Other instances
focus on law enforcement, using video monitoring to protect citizens and sensors to detect
gunshots and automatically dispatch police officers.
Indeed, the possibilities of IoT in the public sector are endless. And all serve to expand
agencies’ opportunity to provide the best possible customer experience in the most efficient
manner. Here are some examples of what’s being done and what can be done using IoT:
Transportation: In the transportation space, IoT is being used beyond the smart parking
example noted above to include smart parking meters, which also can alert drivers of open
parking spots as well as notify users when their metered time is close to expiring. Drivers then
have the option of adding more time through a smartphone app. As a result, local municipalities have a check and balance in place to ensure that funds are collected and citizens appreciate the opportunity and alerts that prevent them from getting ticketed.
In Singapore, an Electronic Road Pricing system sets toll prices according to traffic flows and
an Expressway Monitoring and Advisory System alerts motorists to accidents and other road
hazards that might disrupt the flow of traffic. In addition, city taxis are equipped with a GPS
system that monitors and reports on traffic conditions around
the city to keep traffic moving more freely.

GAS AND ELECTRIC
UTILITIES CAN MONITOR
USAGE AND SUGGEST
INDIVIDUALIZED
TIPS TO HELP ITS
CUSTOMERS SAVE ON
THEIR MONTHLY BILL.

Information from all of these systems is fed into Singapore’s
Intelligent Transport System Operations Control Centre, which
consolidates the data and provides real-time traffic information
to the public, so individuals can make timely decisions about
the best routes to travel.4

Utilities: Municipalities and utility companies can use IoT to
encourage smart utility use among its customers. Homes, for
example, can be equipped with smart water meters to monitor usage—data that is then sent back to the utility and analyzed to determine such things as
potential water leaks or peak customer use. The utility can use that information to help the
homeowner save money by alerting of possible water leaks or making suggestions to reduce
water use.
For example, the Municipal Water Department in East Bay, California, saved 5 percent in water
consumption by giving 10,000 customers access to a Web portal that showed how each
stacked up against families of comparable size, as well as by providing ideas for improving
water conservation.5
Similarly, gas and electric utilities can monitor usage and suggest individualized tips to help its
customers save on their monthly bill. And all three can use data collected from all customers
to measure overall use and determine areas of heavier use, then “reroute” the water, gas or
electricity to meet the demands of high-use areas.
Law Enforcement: Cities across the country are grappling with ways they can keep their
police, fire, EMS and other first responder personnel safe while performing their duty to serve
the public. IoT is helping ensure that safety through technologies such as ShotSpotter, which
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detects when gunshots occur and feeds the location back to police based on data received
from multiple sensors. ShotSpotter is being used in major cities in the United States, including New York, Boston, Oakland, San Francisco, Minneapolis and Washington, D.C.6 Connected devices can help on a more personal level, as well. Wearable technology on officers’
uniforms could monitor their stress levels as well as heart rate and voice volume and alert
other officers and higher-ups of potentially volatile situations. Additionally, those same sensors could detect if an officer has experienced a life-threatening event, such as a wound or
heart attack.
“Smart guns” can dispatch backup support when officers remove the guns from their holsters
and discharge them, reducing the amount of time it takes for assistance in potentially dangerous situations.
The data from both of these devices can be used to help officers review their response to
situations and help in future coaching, training and development.
What’s more, some cities are stepping up their use of video to monitor security, traffic and
other hazardous conditions, placing video surveillance cameras atop traffic lights and connecting them to provide a more holistic view of happenings for police departments. Some
cities are combining video use with “smart street lights” that brighten or dim depending on
traffic. In 2015, GE released a smart street light that comes with sensors which can be used
to track weather or record video for such things as traffic, pedestrian safety or parking violations. The information can be sent to a cloud-based analytics platform that generates content
based on the conditions, such as a traffic accident, for example.7
Public Services: Beyond using video to monitor for hazardous conditions, IoT can help
municipalities be proactive in providing often-crucial services to their citizens. Tasks that may
seem rather mundane can be enhanced by IoT, reducing waste in time, money and energy
by public sector personnel.
For example, garbage receptacles can be equipped with sensors that can detect and alert
public works when they are full. This reduces the time wasted by workers manually checking
receptacles to see which ones need emptying.
Weather sensors, meanwhile, can be placed at different locations to monitor conditions and
automatically alert snow plow drivers to ready their snow plows when appropriate. In Buffalo,
New York, snow plows are equipped with GPS sensors so city executives can track which
streets have been plowed. The sensors also can automatically alert citizens via email after
their street has been plowed. In addition, the sensors allow staff to monitor the location of
every plow and, using color-coded mapping, dispatchers can see which streets a snow plow
has cleared.8
IoT also can help public works departments stay proactive in maintaining roadways. In
France, IoT road sensors are provide real-time data from roads to help divert the flow of
traffic away from areas of hazard. And closer to home, the New Carquinez Bridge in California has been equipped with sensors to see how the bridge performs in various conditions
including high winds or earthquakes, and to know automatically when the structure is in
need of repairs.9
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REACHING OUT TO RURAL AREAS
IoT can be a useful tool also in reaching and providing services to rural areas that traditionally
have been underserved or difficult to reach. For example, video sensors attached to drones
can be used to survey earthquake damage in a location that may not be accessible via roads
or to search for lost or missing hikers. Emergency 911 calls made from remote areas also can
be investigated using video drones, which also can drop supplies to help stranded residents in
case of emergency or catastrophe.

Fire departments can use IoT technology to monitor wildfires, especially fire-prone areas in
higher elevations. Sensors attached to trees can detect areas of intense heat to pinpoint fire
origins and spread patterns, helping firefighters better determine how to attack and extinguish
the fire quickly.

IDEALLY, A NETWORK
SHOULD INCLUDE
DEDICATED,
BROADBAND AND
WI-FI SERVICE
TO ENSURE AN
ALWAYS-ON,
ALWAYS-AVAILABLE
CONNECTION TO
COLLECT THE DATA,
DELIVER IT TO THE
CLOUD, ANALYZE THE
DATA AND TURN THE
INFORMATION INTO
ACTIONS.

Rural residents, too, can benefit from IoT technology. Using drones,
health practitioners can get necessary medication to ill patients too
remote to get to a hospital quickly. In addition, health Departments
can set up telemedicine systems in rural health clinics to treat all kinds
of ailments, from diagnosing the flu to treating diabetes.
THE NETWORK IS THE KEY
Each example shows the impact of IoT on delivering the necessary
services citizens need. At the heart of these and other initiatives is a
network that can support the infrastructure necessary for IoT.

Big data is a critical component of IoT, giving municipalities the ability to provide services faster and more efficiently, and discover new
areas of services opportunities, such as in rural areas that in the past
were difficult to access. As such, IoT and big data require appropriate
levels of bandwidth, to process the myriad data collected and send
out actions based on the data.

IoT requires a network powerful enough to handle the deluge of data
from multiple sources and deliver that data to the resources that can
process that data effectively. Ideally, a network should include dedicated, broadband and Wi-Fi
service to ensure an always-on, always-available connection to collect the data, deliver it to the
cloud, analyze the data and turn the information into actions.
What’s more, municipalities should have a network that can work effectively no matter where
users are located. Citywide Wi-Fi combined with dedicated bandwidth running over highly available, redundant networks can keep the information flowing as quickly at IoT demands.
COMCAST BUSINESS CAN HELP
Comcast’s Networking Portfolio includes a full line of connectivity solutions to help municipalities and agencies harness the power of IoT to provide services swiftly and proactively. Its fiberrich IP network supports a full line of dedicated, broadband and Wi-Fi connectivity services,
ensuring an always-on, always-connected environment that works for everyone.
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Comcast Business Managed Broadband and Ethernet solutions are built to support the rigorous
network requirements of IoT initiatives. Featuring fast, reliable, secure, scalable Ethernet up to
10Gbps, Comcast’s portfolio of offerings offers a range of available speeds to meet individual
bandwidth needs at each location.
As a network services provider, Comcast Business handles every aspect of the network, from
provisioning to management. That helps municipalities focus on providing services, not on
maintaining their network.
CONCLUSION
The Internet of Things is ushering in a new era of technology, enabling machines to work
together to enhance the way users work, play and interact. In the government space, IoT can
be an effective tool in delivering public services in a more proactive manner, providing the right
people—and systems—with the right information to improve their decision-making and help
streamline operations—ultimately saving valuable taxpayer dollars.
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